Abstract
20
Due to the many circumstances where infiltration 21 into porous media plays a role, theoretical equations for 22 predicting quantities such as infiltration flux and cu-23 mulative infiltration are in widespread use. A subset of 24 these circumstances involves one-dimensional vertical 25 infiltration, a branch of vadose-zone hydrology that has 26 a rich history stretching back to the early part of last 27 century. For a given soil type, the formulas aim to es-28 timate IðtÞ, the cumulative infiltration, I, that enters the 29 soil as a function of time, t. The archetype problem to 30 which infiltration laws apply is infiltration into an ini-31 tially dry, homogeneous soil where the surface of the soil 32 is saturated, but not ponded. It is this situation that is 33 considered below. 34 In practice, it is useful to have infiltration laws that 35 are both physically based and easy to implement. The 36 latter feature is inherent in explicit expressions for IðtÞ, 37 whereas the former is a feature of laws that are based on 38 standard soil properties such as the soil-water diffusivity, 39 D, and hydraulic conductivity, K. Physically based in-40 filtration laws for one-dimensional infiltration typically 41 use the sorptivity, S, and particular values of the hy-42 draulic conductivity, e.g., the hydraulic conductivity at 43 saturation, K s , or at the surface moisture content. The 44 sorptivity, we recall, is derived from D and the boundary 45 and initial conditions that pertain [1] [2] [3] [4] . 46 As demonstrated elsewhere [5] [6] [7] [8] , infiltration laws 47 have two ''limiting'' behaviors. We remark that they are 48 limits in that they appear to cover the possible range of 49 infiltration behaviour; they are not formal mathematical 50 limits. One limit is represented by the Green and Ampt 51 formula [9] , which relies on a soil having a rapidly 52 varying diffusivity and a near-constant hydraulic con-53 ductivity. The other is represented by Talsma and Par-54 lange [10] result relying on proportionality between D 55 and dK=dh (h being the volumetric moisture content), a 56 relationship that was first proposed in [11] . These lim-57 iting cases are both easily derived from Richards' 58 equation [8] . 59 The difference in these two formulas fundamentally 60 relates to different assumptions concerning the behav-61 iour of K. The Green and Ampt result assumes that 62 K $ R wðhÞ dh, where w is the soil-water pressure. On the 63 other hand, the Talsma and Parlange limit assumes K 
142 142 where, as usual [12] , I is made dimensionless with S 2 =2K s 143 and t with S 2 =K 2 s . Apparently, Barry et al. [12] were the 144 first to notice the relationship between W À1 and the 145 Green and Ampt [9] infiltration law into a dry soil. The 146 relationship is more easily discerned by comparing (1) 147 and an equivalent form of (2): 
156 156 Remarkably, (5) agrees with the short-time expansion of 157 (3) up to Oðt 3=2 Þ and differs by a lnðtÞ term in the as-158 ymptotic (long-time) expansion. To correct for this 159 shortcoming, it is convenient to use an iterative scheme 160 such that the nth approximation is related to the previ-161 ous one by
163 163 which is just a fixed-point iteration scheme to solve (2) . 164 It is easy to show that the iteration (6) maintains the 165 short-time expansion of the initial estimate, I 0 , whatever 166 estimate is used. Here, we take I 0 ¼ I B . Furthermore, the 167 iteration improves the long-time estimate dramatically. 168 For instance, I B has already a small maximum relative 169 error (defined as max j1 À approximation=exactj, 8t P 0 170 [22]) of 0.36%, but the next approximation:
172 172 has a maximum relative error of 0.036% , comparable to 173 the 0.025% of Barry et al. [12] , who used a slightly more 174 complex expression. Subsequent iterations reduce the 175 error further, roughly by a factor 5 for the first few 176 steps. 177 Eqs. (4) and (7) also provide a new approximation for 178 W À1 :
180 180 valid for 0 P x P À expðÀ1Þ, which has a maximum 181 relative error of 0.03%.
3.2. Talsma and Parlange

183
The infiltration law of Talsma and Parlange [10] is
185
As for the Green and Ampt case, an explicit expres-186 sion for I is available in terms of W À 0 : 
193 193 with the first guess written by analogy with (5) such that 194 the iteration produces infiltration formulas that have 195 short-time expansions that are exact to Oðt 3=2 Þ, or
202
Between the two limiting cases, Parlange et al. [13] 203 obtained the infiltration formula:
205 205 where as already mentioned, a is a curve fitting param-206 eter, varying between 0 for the Green and Ampt case 207 and 1 for the Talsma and Parlange case. As for the 208 limiting cases, the inversion of (13) to obtain IðtÞ is 209 based on the iteration:
211 211 which converges for all t [23] . By taking the difference 212 between two successive approximations, (14) yields, for 213 t ! 0,
215 215 Because the first two approximations differ by a term of 216 Oðt 5=2 Þ, that term remains the same between two con-217 secutive iterations and after n iterations the nth ap-218 proximation will differ from the first by n-times that 219 term. However, this also means that the next larger 220 term, here of order t 2 , remains unchanged after each 221 iteration. Hence, if that term is incorrect, which is the 222 case in our scheme, it will remain so at each iteration. 223 Taking I B as the first approximation for a ¼ 0 ensures 224 that all subsequent approximations are correct to 225 Oðt 3=2 Þ. I 1 in (7) is simple enough to be amenable to 226 analytical manipulations while being very accurate. 227 However, an obvious extension of the procedure to the 228 other limit a ¼ 1, starting with (12), was not very ac-229 curate, as indicated already above in Section 3.2. Thus, 230 for a > 0 we shall use a different approach. 231 We use the interesting result that, for a ¼ 1=2, (13) 232 can be inverted: 
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234 234 This is the only value of a that allowed us to obtain IðtÞ 235 exactly in terms of elementary functions (the cases of 236 a ¼ 0 and 1 are also exact of course but involve the 237 transcendental Lambert W-function).
238
We try an approximation to (13) which will reduce 239 automatically to (16) for a ¼ 1=2 and to (7) for a ¼ 0:
241 241 where
243
We note that to obtain the a ¼ 0 limit from (17), the 244 right-hand side must be expanded in a Taylor series for a 245 small, following which the limit as a ! 0 is taken. 246 Equation (17) reduces to (7) when the proper values of 247 A, B and C are taken; see (19)-(21) below. 248
In general, the structure of this approximation is 249 chosen to match the exact behaviour of the three-pa-250 rameter equation in the short-and-long time limits. The 251 term in brackets on the right-hand side of (18) has the 252 form of a continued fraction, a standard approach to 253 generating approximations designed to produce series 254 expansions [24] . The two B terms are chosen so that I 255 behaves like t À ð1 À aÞ À1 lnðaÞ À O½expðÀatÞ when 256 t ! 1, in agreement with (13) . The parameters in (18) 257 are chosen so that I is correct to Oðt 3=2 Þ for small t, or
259 259
261 261 and
263
We observe that, whatever the value of k, (17) reduces 264 to (16) for a ¼ 1=2 and (7) for a ¼ 0. 265 Eq. (17) is in a form to approximate I as given by 266 (13) . Because k is arbitrary, it can be used to minimise 267 the error of this approximation. The optimal value of k 268 was determined as a function of a by minimising the 269 maximum relative error. Then, we fitted an approxi-270 mation to this numerically determined kðaÞ and found a 271 good fit using:
273 273 A plot of (22) is shown in Fig. 2 . The rapid variation in k 274 evident near a ¼ 0 is due to the change in behaviour of I 275 at large t; it changes from being dominated by lnðtÞ to 276 O½expðÀatÞ. Note that this fit was determined by best-277 fitting of (17) to (13), as shown in Fig. 3 . As shown in 278 this figure, the maximum relative error of the approxi-279 mation is 0.048%. 280 Even though the relative error shown in Fig. 3 would 281 be satisfactory for most applications, this error can be 282 further reduced by iteration using (14) . This error is also 283 plotted in Fig. 3 , where we have used (17)- (22) in the 284 right-hand side of (14) and iterated once. In both the 285 curves in Fig. 3 , there are several discontinuities in slope. 286 These occur because, for any given a, there can be more 287 than one peak (when the relative error is plotted with t 288 or I). As a changes, different peaks dominate. The slope 289 changes, then, signify when the largest peak in the rel-290 ative error plot changes. (13) . 295 Our main analytical result is summarised in (17)- (22), 296 which has a maximum relative error of less than 0.05% 297 as shown in Fig. 3 . This simple result will be sufficient 
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298 for most practical purposes. If, however, greater preci-299 sion is required, (14) can be used for iterative processes. 300 We observe that, since any value of k can be used in 301 the approximation (17)- (21), other simple, yet poten-302 tially useful approximations can be deduced. For ex-303 ample, the case of k ¼ 2 has the virtue of simplifying the 304 approximation considerably. Taking this value, and it-305 erating using (14) for the case of a ¼ 1 gives the ap-306 proximation:
308 308 with
310 310 which is a quite simple expression, yet has a maximum 311 relative error of only 0.02%. As may be noted from Fig.  312 3, this relative error is less than the relative error of the 313 iterated version of (17)- (22), even though before itera-314 tion it has a relative error of only 0.048% (compared 315 with an error of about 0.058% for k ¼ 2). The reason for 316 this is that in each case the maximum relative error 317 occurs at different times (or, equivalently, values of I), 318 and the convergence rate of the fixed-point iteration is 319 not uniform over t (or, indeed, a). 320 Other related results might not be of sufficient accu-321 racy, however. For instance, for t ! 1, the one-di-322 mensional intercept is defined by I À t [25, 26] , a concept 323 of practical use when it is finite. This is the case when 324 a > 0; for the Green and Ampt case of a ¼ 0, I À t be-325 haves like lnðtÞ and the one-dimensional intercept does 326 not exist. It is indeed that difference in behaviour for 327 a ¼ 0 and a > 0 (no matter how small), which is re-328 sponsible for the rapid variation of k near a ¼ 0 shown 329 in Fig. 2 . 330
Since I behaves like t in the long-time limit, I À t will 331 have a larger relative error in that limit than I by itself, 332 since in the latter case t will dominate. Here, we find that 333 using (23) to estimate I À t for a ¼ 1, when the one-di-334 mensional intercept exists, gives a maximum relative 335 error of 0.03%, which can be compared with the 0.02% 336 error of (23) . Even worse would be to estimate I À t À 1 337 for a ¼ 1, i.e., W À 0 , see (10) , since as t ! 1, I ! t þ 1. 338 Here, the maximum error obtained using (23) increases 339 to 0.2%. Thus, the present expression, largely obtained 340 from the short time behaviour of I, is excellent to obtain 341 I, and still quite good for I À t, but some care should be 342 taken in its use. Even in such cases, however, the itera-343 tion (14) could be applied to improve predictions, as we 344 have already indicated in Fig. 3 . 345
Finally, we have already mentioned that for a ¼ 0 346 and 1, i.e., the limiting cases, the branches of the Lam-347 bert W-function are related to I, see (4) and (10) . Thus, 348 for 0 < a < 1, I provides an interpolation between W À 0 349 and W À1 which can be used to define a generalised W 350 function, W g , by W g ðxÞ ¼ ð2a À 1ÞI½À1 À lnðÀxÞ þ ½1 þ lnðÀxÞa À 1; ð25Þ 352 352 valid for À expðÀ1Þ 6 x < 0: Approximating I using (17) 353 provides a convenient estimate of W g , which is accurate, 354 except for a very close to 1, when one or more iterations 355 should be used, particularly as x ! 0. The reason for 356 this is that the denominator in the relative error vanishes 357 in this limit, so any imprecision in the numerator is ex-358 acerbated.
